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Marshall Space Flight Center CFD Overview
L. A. Schutzenhofer, NASA/MSFC
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) activities at Marshall Space
Flight Center (MSFC) have been focused on hardware specific and
research applications with strong emphasis upon benchmark
validation. The purpose of this overview is to provide insight
into the MSFC CFD related goals, objectives, current hardware
related CFD activities, propulsion CFD research efforts and
validation program, future near-term CFD hardware related
programs, and CFD expectations. The current hardware programs
where CFD has been successfully applied are the Space Shuttle
Main Engines (SSME), Alternate Turbopump Development (ATD), and
Aeroasslst Flight Experiment (AFE). For the future near-term
CFD hardware related activities, plans are being developed that
address the implementation of CFD into the early design stages
of the Space Transportation Main Engine (STME), Space
Transportation Booster Engine (STBE), and the Environmental
Control And Life Support System (ECLSS) for the Space Station.
Finally, CFD expectations in the design environment will be
delineated.
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VALIDATION OF TURBINE STAGE
DESIGN TOOLS
cYg0 I CY91 CY92
RESEARCH CODE TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT
I I I
H35 ADVANCED ROTOR 1 & ROTOR 2 CODES
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APPLICATIONS & CODE VALIDATION
I I
MSFC INHOUSE, TURBINE STAGE
I I
LSVT 5 3D TURBOPUMP FLOW
ANALYSIS
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